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Model Number: 320120

MasterBlend Hybrid Pro 45 CRB Dry Carpet and Tile Cleaning 320120 BAC (18 inch brushes) 20

Machine 320120

Manufacturer: MasterBlend

 
Masterblend: Brush and Clean The Brush and Clean TM4 is a sophisticated
twin-cylindrical, counter-rotating carpet brushing (CRB) machine for encapsulation
cleaning and absorbent compound Dry Carpet Cleaning system. CRB Machine.
The brushes lift and agitate the carpet pile. The machine&rsquo;s design provides
maximum flexibility allowing for work in narrow hallways and stair cleaning. This well
designed machine offers features that cleaning experts will appreciate.  Zero effort to
use this machine.  It glides over the direst carpets and floors like a hockey puck on
ice.
 

    • Engineering: Designed and built for over twenty years by Europe&rsquo;s leading
manufacturer of carpet and upholstery dry cleaning systems.         	
    • Ease of Use: A convenient foot lever releases the handle and starts the brushes.
Returning the handle to the upright position turns off the brushes and locks the
handle. Brushes can be switched out in minutes without tools. 
    • Mobility: The large wheels on the trolley allow convenient travel in and out of
buildings and homes and up and down stairs. Once removed from the trolley, two
smaller wheels on the rear dust cover, provide movement between rooms. 
    • Renovator Technology: The machines have been upgraded with the unique
RENOVATOR technology for pre-vacuuming dry soil and post vacuuming the
soil-saturated compound. 
    • Brushes: White brushes for commercial carpets are included with the machine.
Other available brushes are stiff brown for hard surface cleaning, grey for residential
carpets, and soft black for wool or delicate carpets. 
     This machine requires very little maintenance. Just wipe down the machine
periodically and clean and rotate the brushes occasionally. Brushes are changed
without tools. 
    Complete kit includes white commercial brushes, transportation cart, detachable
Renovators, dust covers, and dust brush for cleaning the machine after removing
brushes.
    
    optional brushes:
    320104 Bac TM4 Renovator                               $209 Each
    754201 Bac TM4 Brush - Commercial / White $209 Pair
    754203 Bac TM4 Brush - Residential/ Grey     $209 Pair
    754200 Bac TM4 Brush - Xtra Stiff/ Brown      $209 Pair
    
    Schematics and parts in pfd format
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    Schematics and parts in a zip folder          

Also can be used to prescrub wall to wall carpet cleaning with your prespray or to
perform in plant oriental and area rug cleaning.

Options:

    
        
            ProsChoice 
             C3090 
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             Pros Choice: Brush &amp; Bonnet - 1Gal Encapsulation Cleaner 
        
    

    
        
            Harvard Chemical Research 
             400518 

             HCR Dry Cleaning Powder Carpet Cleaner Control 
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                        A newer, more innovative system for low-moisture, low-residue carpet
care.
                        
                        
                        
                        Ease of Use: A convenient foot lever releases the handle and starts
the brushes. Returning the handle to the upright position turns off the brushes and
locks the handle. Brushes can be switched out in minutes without tools.
                        Mobility: The large wheels on the trolley allow convenient travel in and
out of buildings and homes and up and down stairs. Once removed from the trolley,
two smaller wheels on the rear dust cover, provide movement between rooms.
                        Renovator Technology: The machines have been upgraded with the
unique RENOVATOR technology for pre-vacuuming dry soil and post vacuuming the
soil-saturated compound.
                        Brushes: Blue brushes for residential carpets are included with the
machine. Other available brushes are stiff black for hard surface cleaning (tile &amp;
grout), brown for commercial carpets, and extra soft white for wool or delicate carpets.
                        This machine requires very little maintenance. Just wipe down the
machine periodically and clean and rotate the brushes occasionally. Brushes are
changed without tools. Complete kit includes blue residential brushes, transportation
cart, detachable Renovators, dust covers, and dust brush for cleaning the machine
after removing brushes.
                        
                        
                        
                         
                        SPECIFICATIONS:
                        
                        Weight 51.3 lbs
                        Height with/without handle 46.1&rdquo; / 9.1&rdquo;
                        Width 11/2
                        Length 20&rdquo;
                        Motor 700W
                        Brush Rotation 395 rpm
                        Sound level at 0.5 m 57.8 dB
                        Dirty water capacity 1 gallon
                        Coverage carpet / hard floor 2000 / 3500*
                        Cable length 3 1/2&rsquo; pig tail, plus 50&rsquo; extension cord.
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                        $200 Discount when you package your full size (9+ gallons) portable
carpet cleaning machine or truckmount with any CRB machine over $2000.                 
       
                        
                    
                
            
            
        
    

 

Compare with other CBR machines HERE

Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Wednesday 29 December, 2010
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